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B4_E5_B9_BF_c34_634991.htm about yuexiu park yuexu park is

considered to be one of the central parks in guangzhou city. recently

it has been nominated as the scenic park of guangzhou. there are

only eight certified scenic parks in guangzhou. it acts as a natural

defense in the northern part of the guangzhou city together with bai

yun mountain. with height of more than 7000m above sea level, it is

also historically known as yue (guangdong) xiu mountain, yue wang

mountain. during the ming dynasty, in the reign of yong le, guan yin

temple was built on this mountain hence it is also called guan yin

mountain. during the early west han dynasty, yue xu mountain was

known to offer pilgrimage to many people, but then in the early 20th

century, dr sun yat sen, suggested that yue xu should be turned into a

grand park which was only realized after the liberation of china in

1949. now, yuexu park is known for providing immense and

comprehensive cultural recreation. it consists of one main hill, yue

jin gang, 7 small hills guihua gang, muhe gang, yu gang, etc. and

baixiu, nanxiu, dongxiu artificial lake. its total area is 860,000 sqm. its

afforestation rate is at 92%. it is also a host to famous historical

architectural site like zhen hai building, ming gu wall, square cannon

site, dr, sun yat sens monument etc. historical sites and ancient trees

were also built and planted respectively around wu yang temple, hall

of chinese idioms, a place of relaxation with trees, and bamboos,

garden of flowers, art gallery, museum, recreational area, swimming



pool, playground, restaurants, kiosk, states, building and pavilion

etc. for people to rest and relax, making it a pleasurable experience to

visit the park. the park also provides other amenities, to complete the

wonderful experience, for visitors. there are many pathways for

people to use to visit the places within the park. every year it also

hosts a flower market festival. about more than 10 million people

comprising of foreigners and locals visit this park every year, since

the yuan dynasty, yue xu mountain is considered to be a good scenic

park in guangzhou. recently it also has been nominated as one of the

ten best scenic parks. its zhen hai building and five ram statues are

nominated for the ten best scenic sites. 100Test 下载频道开通，各

类考试题目直接下载。详细请访问 www.100test.com 


